
 

   
 

  

  

 

 

 

WGSB6 PROSPECTUS 
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 “Students have such a wonderful opportunity to help them aspire to whatever  

ambitions they have for their future”  
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Introducing WGSB6 
   

  

  

The Sixth Form at Wirral Grammar School for Boys has a reputation for outstanding personal 

development, high achievement, and successful applications to university / apprenticeship placements.  

Many of our students progress to prestigious universities and compete successfully to find their place 

in a challenging post-18 environment. In 2022, the overwhelming majority of students were placed 

onto their first-choice university course and 100% students who applied through UCAS were offered 

university places.  

  

At WGSB6, we have an approach that works.  Students are set challenging targets but are monitored 

closely and supported appropriately to enable them to fulfil their potential. We treat our students as 

individuals and do our best to serve their specific needs and requirements, appreciating that their 

circumstances are not uniform. In adopting this approach, we are successful in preparing our sixth 

formers to make informed decisions and be fully prepared for the next stage of their educational and 

employment journey.   

  

Wirral Grammar: A Favoured Institution Amongst Universities  
  

We have built close relationships with several high performing universities across the country and this 

is an area of constant growth and development, as is our expanding Careers and Progression 

Programme which includes a range of bespoke support groups for 18+ options, ensuring that 

information and networking options for students are growing apace.   

  

We are also working closely with several Oxbridge colleges and engaging with a range of outreach 

activities and opportunities they provide. We are also keen to liaise with a broad range of local and 

national institutions including those offering higher apprenticeships, an increasingly popular option for 

many of our students.  

  

At Wirral Grammar School, we invest considerable time in building positive relationships with HE and 

other post-18 providers and experience shows that this approach places our students in a good position 

when it comes to their individual applications.  

   

External Applicants  
  

Although our Sixth Form is very popular with our Year 11 students, we also welcome external students 

each year. These students are made to feel very welcome and quickly become a valued part of our sixth 

form community. We are developing our outreach programme to attract high calibre students who are 

keen to move to a progressive, well-resourced and high performing Sixth Form.  

  

It would be true to say that in the vast majority of cases, students and parents come to us knowing 

what they want to achieve in the long term and secure in the belief that the WGSB6 will provide a 

secure path to their preferred destination, whether it be university or higher-level apprenticeship. We 



 

   
 

are proud of our reputation, but we are also very keen to constantly reflect on how we can evolve and 

make further improvements in our provision and approach.  

  

Prospective external applicants should contact Mrs Ahern, Assistant Headteacher (Head of Sixth Form) 

via schooloffice@wirralgrammarboys.com. 

 

Entry Expectations  

  

A Levels are not easy and national data shows that students who enter with the equivalent of six grade 

6’s would typically gain C,D,D at A Level. Bearing in mind that many universities expect grades of at 

least B,B,B, if not higher, admitting students on to A Levels with lower GCSE grades may not be in their 

best interest. In view of this, and as a guide, students should enter the sixth form with a minimum of 

six GCSE passes at Grade 6 or better. We also expect pupils to achieve a minimum of Grade 6 in English 

Language and Mathematics at GCSE. Those considering the study of Mathematics at A-level are 

required to have secured grade 7 at GCSE and are required to attain a grade 8 or 9 if they wish to be 

considered for Further Maths. 

 

Consideration is also given to the degree of effort and commitment as reflected in progress grades and 

other available indicators from Y11; we will discuss the best route forward with all students. Our prime 

concern is for students to embark on courses that are appropriate for their ability and suits them 

personally. For some A level subjects, it is common for students to start the course with grades 8 or 9 

at GCSE in that subject.  

   

Life in our Sixth Form  
  

The Sixth Form is an exciting period for any young person. For the first time in their education, students 

are choosing all their areas of study and are encouraged to immerse themselves in a high level of 

intellectual endeavour. Our sixth formers are valued role models to our younger students and as such 

are encouraged to take on positions of responsibility and leadership. We also encourage sixth formers 

to engage with as many enrichment opportunities as possible; this provides our students with a real 

sense of purpose as well as ensuring the development of social skills and valuable experiences on which 

they can build when completing HE and employment applications.  

  

Self-supported study is a critical element of sixth form life; there is really no such thing as a free period, 

only an independent study period. WiFi provision is available in all areas to assist students with their 

studies. Students can bring their own laptops and tablets to school, access their own dedicated file 

areas on the school network and take full advantage of on-line resources which are constantly being 

revised and advanced, most recently via MS Teams.  

   

A Focus on Achievement  
  

All our students are supported to understand and maximise their academic potential from the start. 

Targets are set early in the Lower Sixth and pastoral tutors monitor the progress of students at regular 

intervals, providing supportive intervention as appropriate. The Sixth Form Team and the Careers and 

Progression Manager head up academic and pastoral support for all sixth formers and are keen to take 

pre-emptive measures to address any issues before they become more significant barriers to learning.  

mailto:schooloffice@wirralgrammarboys.com
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Each student will have periods on their timetable dedicated to independent study as well as specific 

tutorial periods timetabled for a broad enrichment programme including an introduction to the Vespa 

Mindset Programme and the undertaking of MOOCs courses. Many students will also be able to 

undertake the AQA Extended Project Qualification and will have bespoke timetable allocation for these 

additional lessons.  

  

Getting into good study habits is a key to success and effective organisation is a key element within 

this. Students are supported in their skills of time management and other related aspects of 

independent learning as they progress through the Sixth Form.  

     

Excellent Facilities  
  

Over the last few years the quality of our school environment has improved significantly, and we are 

now proud to showcase our refurbished Learning Resource Centre and two contemporary Sixth Form 

work and social spaces. The hall annex and school dining hall are also available for private study for 

sixth form students throughout the day, and a sixth form only deli counter (‘Norm’s’) is available for 

students to purchase snacks and meals throughout the day, offering a convenient and cost-effective 

alternative to local retail outlets.  

  

A Business-Like Approach  
  

We believe that many of our students are the managers and directors of the workplace of tomorrow.  

Our ‘business like’ approach is reflected in many ways, including the dress code for sixth form students. 

Students are expected to wear a suit, shirt and tie and to adhere to appropriate hair and facial hair 

requirements as detailed in the Sixth Form Handbook. Students are encouraged to take responsibility 

for their private study time so that they acquire effective study habits.   

  

Enrichment Activities and Events.  

  

Successful university and employment applications are ones that stand out from the crowd.  At a time 

of ever-increasing competition for places, we ensure that students have a variety of opportunities 

available to them. Sixth formers are encouraged to play a full part in the life of the school. A significant 

number will contribute through their roles as members of the extended student leadership body, 

House Executive and membership of the Head Boy Team. On-going charity fund raising activities form 

an important aspect of their work. Activities a sixth former could be involved in include: participating 

in a competitive sport such as rugby, hockey, cricket, basketball; involvement in 

musical and/or drama events; the prestigious Duke of Edinburgh Scheme; volunteering in local 

community projects and participating in off-site visits and conferences.  

  

Wednesday afternoons are dedicated to sixth form enrichment activities and all students are invited to 

sign up for an activity for each term. These options currently include school sports’ teams training 

commitments, climbing, pupil support workshops, community projects and the opportunity to engage 

with volunteering outside school.  

  

 



 

   
 

 

 

We also offer an evolving Speakers’ Programme to allow sixth formers to connect with issues and 

speakers covering a broad range of topics; these are timetabled sessions held once per cycle. 

  

Information and Guidance  
  

A variety of support measures are available to assist each student to secure the choice of course that 

most meets his needs, preference and abilities. A programme of events will be held in the spring term 

to support and guide Year 11 students with A Level choices, and this will be complemented by outreach 

events offered to potential external applicants from the second half of the Autumn term.  

  

In June each year, we offer a Next Steps: Your Future event which will launch the UCAS Apply process 

as well as offering specific support for how the Unifrog platform can be used to guide Year 12 students 

through the post-18 application process. This will also offer guidance on apprenticeship applications; 

separate information will be offered on Student Finance early in the spring term of Y13. 

     

In addition to these support events, parents will have the opportunity to discuss their son’s progress 

with his subject teachers at a parent/carer - teacher consultation.  At regular intervals, parents are 

issued with details of their son’s progress in relation to his target grades.  

  

A Record of Success.  

  

Our results speak for themselves. Ultimately, most students depart Wirral Grammar School for their 

‘first choice’ option which for most, is a place at a competitive university or on a higher apprenticeship. 

Details of our most recent results are available on our school website. For students who are considering 

applying to Oxford or Cambridge, we run a dedicated support programme from early in Year 12, and 

this will offer support for any student considering an application to a highly competitive university.  A 

range of other support groups are also available for students, ranging from LawSoc to STEM. Full details 

can be viewed on our Careers Information Platform accessed via our website. 

  

We also host a biennial Careers Convention which provides a valuable inter-face with a wide range of 

employers and employer organisations who visit the school to inspire and advise our students.  

  

Partnership Leads to Success.  

  

Ultimately, the success of each student depends on us all playing our part: teachers, parents and 

students. The Sixth Form experience is critical in securing the passage from student to a successful 

career path; it is also about every student being happy and feeling secure, supported and fulfilled. It is 

our pledge to do our very best to ensure that we facilitate such a course through our Sixth Form.  This 

prospectus contains details about individual subjects, course content, assessment arrangements and 

more.  Please take your time to read this information carefully. If you have any queries, please do not 

hesitate to contact the Sixth Form Team via the school office email address. 
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WGSB6 Course Information 

2023/2024 
      

This prospectus contains all the details that you require concerning individual course options.  You 

should take your time to read this information very carefully. An important part of making the right 

choice is to ensure that you are suited to the courses that you are considering. You should take the 

time to discuss your subject options with members of staff and/or members of the Sixth Form Team as 

appropriate.  

  

Studying at A Level is very different to studying at GCSE; you are expected to work with greater 

independence on subjects that are of personal interest to you. Getting high grades is clearly an 

important priority and most especially in a climate of ever-increasing competition.  

  

Financial Support  
  

Financial support for sixth form students is available from the school Bursary Scheme. Details of this 

can be obtained from the sixth form area of the school website or from the Sixth Form Team. 

  

Making the Right Choice  
  

Once you have read the information here, it is important for you to speak to subject teachers. For 

students applying from other schools, you should contact Mrs Ahern, Assistant Headteacher (Head of 

Sixth Form) via the schooloffice@wirralgrammarboys.com to find out more about our outreach events. 

Our application form and entry requirements are detailed in the sixth form area of our website. 

   

A Level Assessment  
  

• All A Levels are now linear two-year courses.  

  

• Sixth form courses will involve students studying 3 main subjects as part of their CORE 

LEARNING.  They will study these for the full two years.   

  

• Students will have ENRICHMENT LEARNING which includes extra courses over and above the 

three core learning ones. Enrichment courses will include the External Project Qualification 

(EPQ) and MOOCs (Massive Open On-Line Courses).  

  

• Beyond CORE and ENRICHMENT LEARNING there is plenty of scope for WIDER LEARNING.  

Examples include Duke of Edinburgh Silver and Gold Awards, competitive sports, music, drama, 

cookery, first aid and community and volunteer work.  

mailto:schooloffice@wirralgrammarboys.com


 

   
 

The Wirral Grammar School Sixth Form  
CORE LEARNING  

  
EXTENDED LEARNING  ENRICHMENT  

All students study 3 A Levels selected from the 
following list:  
  
· Art & Design  
· Biology  
· Business Studies  
· Chemistry  
· Computer Science  
· Design & Technology  

· Economics  
· English Language  
· English Literature  
· French  
· Geography  
. Geology  
· Government & Politics  
· History  
· Law  
. Mathematics  
· Music  
. Physics  
· Physical Education  
· Psychology  
· Spanish    
 

All courses are two years long  

There are further qualifications that add to a 
student’s academic profile to support them with 
applications to Universities and Apprenticeships:  
   
· Extended Project Qualification (an AS qualification 

that involves independent research).  
. Completion of a number of MOOCs  

   
 Students study for these courses outside of their 

Core Learning time and in all cases there is an 

expectation of independent study.  

   
There is scope for very able students to study 

additional courses on a part taught / part 

independent study basis.  

 

  

SUPERVISED PRIVATE STUDY: We believe that 

independent study is a critical skill and we 

encourage all students to engage in meaningful use 
of non-timetabled lesson time. The ‘soft skills’ that 

this requires and develops are coached and 
supported within our Mentoring Programme.   

  

 

We expect all students to get involved in enrichment 
activities as these are hugely beneficial for personal 
development.    
  
Enrichment experiences can be referred to in personal 
statements as part of a UCAS / apprenticeship application 
process. Opportunities include:  
   
· Duke of Edinburgh Silver & Gold  
· Competitive sports  
· Music ensemble performance  
· Drama  
· First Aid  
· Peer Support  
· Peer Tutoring  
· Leadership course  
· Community Service  
· Volunteering  

   
Each student is expected to participate in at least two 
enrichment activities.  

 
Wednesday afternoons are dedicated to 6th form 
enrichment and a termly programme of options is 
presented, from which students select their preference.   
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ART AND DESIGN   
Examination Board: OCR  
Introduction and Course Description  
  

The A Level Art course offers a rewarding opportunity to pursue the study of the creative process beyond 

GCSE and provides an avenue to express your individuality. Increasingly the degree of self-directed learning 

necessary for successful completion of this A Level is making it a valuable contribution to university offers 

and subsequent career paths, even outside of the Creative Industries.   

  

UNITS: Full A-level Qualification  
  

The new specification is linear and involves 2 units of study for the full A Level award. The ‘Personal 

Investigation’ unit 1 (60%) reflects a carefully selected portfolio of work produced by the candidate over 

the 2 years, where consistently high quality of work is presented by the candidate in an externally 

moderated exhibition. Artwork will have been selected with advice from the teaching staff to address the 4 

assessment objectives, to the best of the candidates’ ability.  

  

Candidates will be expected to produce evidence of the following:  

  

1) Following the first skills-based foundation stage of the course, the candidate will choose the 

direction and technical skills that will constitute the content of their forward study. Teacher input 

will be individual and bespoke from this point.  

2) Digital art, Film, Painting, Sculpture, Mixed-media drawing, Photography and 3-Dimensional 

construction are areas of specialism that have been successful previously.  

3) Good observational skills using a range of materials and processes will form part of this unit 

portfolio.  Candidates may also choose to pursue more ‘issue based’ artwork which may involve 

using alternative materials, sculpture, installation and more commonly new technologies and 

media.  

4) Drawing skills are emphasised, although styles of drawing and interpretations continue to allow for 

creative individuality.  

5) A written personal study dealing with the exploration of historical and contemporary references 

involving first-hand investigation through visits to Art Galleries and Museums (2000 – 3000 words). 

6) Focus on the ongoing development of personal ideas, concepts and techniques needs to be 

evidenced throughout (usually, but not exclusively in the form of sketchbooks). The iterative 

process of problem solving is encouraged and results in the higher-grade awards.  

  

The second A Level unit the ‘Externally set task’ has a pre-release paper in February of Year 13 and concludes 

with a 15-hour examination in April of Year 13. This unit is worth 40% of the final qualification and the 

candidate will need to evidence work across all 4 assessment objectives.  

Candidates would usually need a good outcome at GCSE to indicate suitability for the course, ideally a grade 

6 or better.   

  



 

   
 

Future Opportunities  
   

The power of the knowledge economy and the European Union’s assertion that they will be the world 
leaders in creative thinking by the mid part of the next decade, means that the study of art is becoming 
more widely recognised as the ideal complementary subject link to core subjects such as Maths and The 
Sciences.  Add to this the UK’s own employment targets around the Creative Industries and there really has 
never been a better time to study Art as a preparation for developing a wide and varied vocational skill 
set.     
  
The study of Art is an ideal pathway into a range of creative industries including Architecture, Education, 
Graphic Design, Advertising, Fashion and Film & TV, not to mention the Leisure and Tourism industries, 
National Heritage and of course the broad spectrum of the arts!    
   
Due to the increasing academic rigour of Art A Level, it is now also considered a viable subject to support 
entry to a range of other courses including Medicine, Engineering and Law.   
   

Is there anything else I should know?  
  

The Art Department have high expectations of its’ A Level students, with a history of excellent results and 

as such Art should not be seen as the ‘easy option’ for study at A Level. Any past student will assert the fact 

that they spend more undirected time in the study of the Art A Level than in any subject area.  Aside from 

the very real notion that coursework is demanding and deadlines tight, it is in the world around them that 

they begin to identify that their Art A Level is a rolling programme that they begin to identify in all areas of 

their life.  

  

A successful art student is self-motivated and disciplined, able to work on directed tasks unmonitored and 

at a brisk pace.  A successful art student gradually learns to see the world in a different way and increasingly 

begins to identify the artistry and creativity across all areas of their study. Aside from the regular gallery 

visits and opportunities to work with visiting professional practitioners, the department offers two 

residential weekend workshops in Menai during the two years. There is also the opportunity to apply for a 

Gifted and Talented European Cultural visit during the course (offered by Edsencial and usually visiting 

Tuscany)  

  

In essence, by undertaking Art A Level you are demonstrating a commitment to the conceptual and visual 

arts. This may represent a direct career route or as a complementary skill to another subject or in the sheer 

pleasure of contributing to the ongoing cultural aesthetic of the nation.  
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BIOLOGY  
Examination Board: AQA (7402)  
Introduction and Course Description  
   
Biology is the study of living organisms. The subject is a two year linear course with the A Level examination 

at the end of Year 13. Regular assessment will occur in each teaching unit in the form of two graded marked 

assessments and an end of topic test.  

  

Year 12  

  

Students will cover Cell Biology, Biological Molecules, Ecology, Exchange and Transport, 

Immunity and Digestion and will also undertake a practical skills component.    

Year 13     In addition to the Year 12 modules, students will cover the Biochemistry of Photosynthesis 

and Respiration, Homeostasis, Genetics, Nervous Responses and Ecosystems. The A Level 

course will also include a practical skills component and the questions will be more 

challenging than Year 12.  

  

How will I be assessed?   Internal assessment  
 

Year 12   

  

Students will be assessed internally throughout the year, with graded mini-assessments 

and end of topic tests. At the end of Year 12, an Internal Reference Examination will be 

taken to establish an estimated grade for UCAS applications.   

Year 13  A Level assessment will take the form of three papers at the end of the course, with 

practical skills assessed internally.   

  

External assessment – all papers will assess relevant practical skills 

Paper 1  2 hours, 91 marks, 35% of A Level    Biological Molecules  

      Cells  

     

 

Exchange Surfaces 

Genetic Information  

Paper 2  2 hours, 91 marks, 35% of A Level    Energy transfer  

      Homeostasis and Response  

     

 

Genetics, Populations and Ecosystems  

Gene Expression 

Paper 3  2 hours, 78 marks, 30% of A Level    Any content  

      

 
  



 

   
 

Future Opportunities  
Biology is a popular A Level and allows for direct entry to undergraduate courses relating to the increasingly 

important Biological Sciences. Not only does this course allow entry to prestigious universities, but also 

teaches skills of data analysis, mathematical and statistical methods, presenting and organising information 

and an ability to challenge concepts.  Many universities demand A-level Biology for entry to the following:  

 

• Medicine 

• Biochemistry 

• Pharmacology/Genetics 

• Microbiology 

• Dentistry 

• Veterinary 

• Science Biotechnology 

• Physiotherapy 

• Marine Biology 

 

Careers in Education, Psychology, Food Health and Business, Environmental Management will all require 

skills and knowledge that can be gained from this course. In an ever-changing world, where gene technology 

and environmental change begin to impact on our everyday lives, a full understanding of the important 

principles becomes increasingly valuable.  

  

Is there anything else I should know?  
  

Biology should not be seen as the ‘easy option’ of the sciences offered at A Level. This is a demanding, yet 

enjoyable, course that will test you by stimulating your interest and challenge pre-conceived ideas. 

Throughout, the extensive use of new outlooks and language, exposure to up-to-date technologies and high 

expectations means that students must have achieved at least a Grade ‘7’ at GCSE Biology in order to enter 

the course. Those entering from the Combined Science Trilogy scheme must achieve at least Grade ‘7’. 

Candidates who do not achieve these grades will be considered on an individual basis.   
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BUSINESS  
Examination Board: AQA  
  

Introduction and Course Description  
  

The department has decided to build on the success of recent years and continue its association with the 

Assessment and Qualifications Alliance. As a result, we are confident that we can carry on building upon our 

considerable success in public examinations.  

  

Subject content  
  

1. What is business?  
2. Managers, leadership and decision making  

3. Decision making to improve marketing performance  

4. Decision making to improve operational performance  

5. Decision making to improve financial performance  

6. Decision making to improve human resource performance  
7. Analysing the strategic position of a business (A Level only)  

8. Choosing strategic direction (A Level only)  

9. Strategic methods: how to pursue strategies (A Level only) 10. Managing strategic change (A Level only)  

  

How will I be assessed?  

  

A Level Business                                                                Questions  

Paper 1   

(1-10 above)  

Written exam: 2 hours  

100 marks in total 33.33% 

of A Level weighting  

Section A has 15 multiple choice questions worth 15 marks  

Section B has short answer questions worth 35 marks Section 

C has two essay questions (choice of one from two) each worth 

25 marks.  

Paper 2   

(1-10 above)  

  

Written exam: 2 hour  

100 marks in total  

33.3% of A Level weighting  

Three data response compulsory questions worth 

approximately 33 marks each and made up of three or four 

part questions  

  

Paper 3   

(1-10 above)  

  

Written exam: 2 hour  

100 marks in total  

33.3% A Level weighting  

One compulsory case study followed with approximately 6 

questions  

  

  

 

 

 

 



 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

Future Opportunities  
  

The courses will give an excellent foundation for further study of Business and Management in Higher Education.  

The material, having a strong empirical bias, will provide a useful background for any candidate wishing to pursue 

a career in business. At the last count there were over 1800 Business or Business related courses offered at UK 
universities.  

  

Is there anything else I should know?  
  

As part of the course we run field trips to Lancaster University Management School, A Level Business Conference 
in Manchester and the BASE Business Challenge (ICAEW). This gives the opportunity for students to see ideas 

being put into practice.  Finally, given the quantitative nature of the course coupled with the requirement to 

write detailed essays, it is essential that pupils attain a minimum Grade 5 in either English Language or Literature 

and a minimum Grade 5 in Mathematics in their respective GCSEs  
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CHEMISTRY  
Examination Board: AQA (7405)  
  

Introduction and Course Description  

  

The course covers the three key areas of Chemistry – physical, organic and inorganic.  Chemistry is a practical 

subject however there is no coursework, instead this content will be assessed and graded through written 
examinations only. This can only be successful if a student has the opportunity to use apparatus and develop the 

techniques as specified in the specification during lessons so practical work will remain at the heart of what we 

do. At the end of the two year course students will receive a separate endorsement of their practical skills, taken 

alongside their A Level exams.     

  

The AQA specification is designed to follow on from the AQA Chemistry GCSE and will develop a candidate’s 

knowledge and understanding to provide a pathway to further study. Students will rediscover many familiar 

topics during the first year such as atomic structure, bonding, alkanes and mole calculations. This knowledge 

and understanding is extended and many new topics such as periodicity, aldehydes and ketones are also 

introduced.  
  

How will I be assessed?  

  

The format for examinations is:  

  

Paper 1  2 hours, 105 marks, 35% of A Level    Relevant physical chemistry  

      Inorganic chemistry  

      Relevant practical skill  

Paper 2  2 hours, 105 marks, 35% of A Level    Relevant physical chemistry  

      Organic chemistry  

      Relevant practical skills  

Paper 3  2 hours, 90 marks, 30% of A Level    Any content  

      Any practical skills  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   
 

 

 

 

 

Future Opportunities  

  

Chemistry occupies a central position among the basic sciences; on the one hand it is linked with Mathematics 
and Physics through Physical Chemistry and on the other with Biology through Biochemistry. It plays an 

important part in the development of such sciences as Geology and Physiology. It underlies many branches of 

technology such as metallurgy, fuel, textiles and chemical engineering to name but a few.  Chemistry also enters 

into every manufacturing industry as well as medicine and agriculture. Knowledge of Chemistry is also helpful in 
the building industry when considering materials and their structures. The chemical industry, together with its 

associated industries, is a major source of employment. As a department, we have a commitment to introduce 

practical work whenever possible, as well as including extra-curricular activities such as Royal Society of 

Chemistry competitions and visits.  

  

 

Is there anything else I should know?  

  

We have a history of exceptional exam results, mirrored in the A Level grades awarded this summer; A*/A = 44% 

and A*/C = 88%.   Throughout, the extensive use of new outlooks and language, exposure to up-to-date 

technologies and high expectations means that students must have achieved at least a Grade 7 at GCSE 

Chemistry in order to enter the course. Those entering with Double Award Science results must achieve at least 

one Grade 7. Candidates who do not achieve these grades will be considered on an individual basis.  

  

Students should choose A Level combinations wisely. Students taking Physics or Mathematics as well as 

Chemistry do particularly well, whilst students without this combination find Chemistry A Level extremely 

challenging. Not only do our students apply for medicine, veterinary science, dentistry and so on, but we are 
one of the few schools to regularly send students to study pure Chemistry at university. Most of all, our aim is 

to make Chemistry enjoyable – just ask our students!  
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COMPUTER SCIENCE  
Examination Board: AQA  
  

Introduction and Course Description   
  

This course is principally concerned with the use of computer technology to solve problems. The course provides 

a firm base for those students who wish to go on to higher education courses or employment where knowledge 

of Computing would be beneficial. Students will be able to demonstrate their knowledge of the fundamental 
principles of the subject.  The course goes into more detail about the fundamental principles of Computer 

Science allowing pupils to form a holistic and comprehensive understanding of algorithms, data handling, 

computational theory, structure and principles of Computing. The course includes an opportunity to develop a 

solution to a practical problem, giving pupils experience coding a real-world solution.   

  

Subject Content:   Topic list  

1. Fundamentals of programming                8. Consequences of uses of computing  

2. Fundamentals of data structures                9. Fundamentals of communication and networking  

3. Fundamentals of algorithms                              10.Fundamentals of databases  

4. Theory of computation                              11. Big Data  

5. Fundamentals of data representation     12. Fundamentals of functional programming  
6. Fundamentals of computer systems                13. Systematic approach to problem solving  

7. Fundamentals of computer organisation and  14. Non-exam assessment - the computing practical 

architecture    project   

Non Examination assessment:  75 marks (20% of A Level)  

What is assessed:  The non-exam assessment assesses student's ability to use the knowledge and skills gained 

through the course to solve a practical problem.  

Paper 1: On screen exam: 2 hours 30 minutes (40% of A Level)  

What is assessed:  This paper tests a student's ability to program, as well as their theoretical knowledge of 

Computer Science from subject content 1-4 above.  

Questions:  

  

Students answer a series of short questions and rite/adapt/extend programs in an  

Electronic Answer Document provided by us. We will issue Preliminary Material, a Skeleton 

Program (available in each of the Programming Languages) and, where appropriate, test 

data, for use in the exam.  

Paper 2: Written exam: 2 hours 30 minutes (40% of A Level)  

What is assessed:  This paper tests a student's ability to program, as well as their theoretical knowledge of 

Computer Science from subject content 1-4 above.  

Questions:  Compulsory short-answer and extended-answer questions.  

  



 

   
 

 

 

Future Opportunities  
  

Candidates are given the opportunity to develop interpersonal, academic and technical skills, which will 

help them to meet career challenges in the future. The specification also provides a firm basis for further 

studies in higher education in Computing and related subject areas.  Students can study Computing and go 

on to a career in Medicine, Law, Business, Politics or any type of Science.  

  

Is there anything else I should know?  
  

The practical aspect of the course requires students to spend much of their own time working on developing 

solutions to problems using computers. This could be by utilising the school computers during study times 

and attending organised workshops for pupils to share ideas and enjoy further tuition. Students should have 

a keen interest in the fundamentals of programming, consider themselves a confident programmer at GCSE 

level and be able to use their initiative and knowledge of programming algorithms to develop these further. 

Many Universities, which offer Computer Science degrees, also require A Level Mathematics for entry to 

the course.  
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DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY  
Product Design (9DT0)   Examination Board: EDEXCEL  
  

Introduction and Course Description   
  

This creative and thought-provoking qualification gives students the practical skills, theoretical knowledge 

and confidence to succeed in a number of careers, especially those in the creative industries. They will 

investigate historical, social, cultural, environmental and economic influences on design and technology, 

whilst enjoying opportunities to put their learning in to practice by producing products of their choice. 

Students will gain a real understanding of what it means to be a designer, alongside the knowledge and 

skills sought by higher education and employers.    

  

A Level Design and Technology provides an opportunity for students to involve themselves in practical 

problem-solving activities and relate knowledge and skills to that activity. This course is suitable for boys 

who have studied GCSE Design and Technology, ideally with a Grade 7 or above.  You need a good interest 

in designing and making and how things work in general. During the two-year course (linear) students will 

be expected to look at design within the real world and, as part of their project work, identify and solve 

problems taken from situations identified by them.   

  

Design and Technology provides a course which gives a broad and balanced approach to advanced design 

studies with special attention to ‘hands on’ experience across a wide range of design and technological 

activities. The course encourages innovation and considers the varied interests of students and enables 

them to learn about design in a design, make, test and evaluate context. They will also develop an awareness 

of the social implications of design and technology, perceptual sensitivity, aesthetic judgement and the 

ability to design functionally for a variety of situations.  

  

 How will I be assessed?  
  

This is a linear qualification. In order to achieve the award, students must complete all assessments at the 

end of the course and in the same series. The course consists of 1 written examination and an NEA 

(controlled assessment) based design and make project.  

  

PAPER 1  

What is assessed  Core technical principles and core designing and making principles with 

specialist knowledge.  

How is it Assessed  

  

Written exam of 2 hours 30 mins at the end of Year 13  

120 marks  

50% of A Level   

Questions are a mixture of short answer, multiple choice and extended         

responses.  



 

   
 

Non-examined Assessment (NEA)  

What is assessed  

  

Practical application of technical principles, designing and making principles 

and specialist knowledge.   

How is it Assessed  

  

Substantial design and make task   

40 hours  

120 marks   

50% of A Level   

Evidence written or digital design portfolio and photographic evidence of final 

prototype  

  

  

Subject content  
 

Below is a list of all of the topics studied within this course.  

Core technical include:  

• Materials and their applications  

• The requirements for product design, development and manufacture  

• Design communication  

• Digital design and manufacture  

• Efficient use of materials  

• Health and safety  

• Feasibility studies  

• Design for manufacturing, maintenance and repair  

• Protecting designs and intellectual property  

• Enterprise and marketing in the development of products  
 

Core designing and making skills include:  

• Design theory  

• Technology and cultural impacts  

• Design processes  

• Evaluation of products  

• Responsible design  

• Approaches to project management  

 

Additional specialist knowledge include:  

• Characteristics and working properties of materials  

• Performance characteristics of materials  

• Adhesives and fixings  

• Surface finishes and coatings  

• Industrial and commercial practices  

• Manufacturing processes  
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Future Opportunities  
  

Careers in design and technology require a good general education, the ability to conceive, develop and 

apply ideas creatively, with imagination, conviction and tenacity to see the job through. In addition, the 

ability to communicate and get on with other people is essential because designers and professional 

engineers normally work as a part of a team. They must have knowledge of materials and manufacturing 

methods and bear in mind safety, costs and reliability.  

  

All universities accept this qualification for most courses including Engineering, Design and related courses, 

as well as courses in Management, Humanities, Architecture and Planning.  

  

Careers can be found in the following areas:  

  

• Mechanical Engineering             

• Chemical Engineering  

• Aeronautical Engineering            

• Marine Engineering  

• Product Design and Engineering/Manufacture  

• Teaching and Graphic Design  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   
 

 

 

ECONOMICS  
Examination Board: EDEXCEL  
   

Introduction and Course Description   
Economics is about how people behave in the ordinary business of their lives and how they make decisions 

about employment and purchases both as employers and employees. It is not necessary for students to 

have any prior knowledge of either Economics or Business before starting this course. The course is equally 

suited to those who wish to study Economics or related subjects at University and provides a worthwhile 

foundation in the subject for those with other higher education interests. Economics will be of interest to 

those students interested in analysis in a wide range of topical issues in current affairs ranging from 

unemployment, inflation, globalisation, and the problems of less developed countries and European 

integration. The course is very much designed to give students an economic understanding of real world 

events and current affairs.   

  

Year 1    

Theme 1  

Introduction to Markets 

and Market Failure  

The nature of economics, how markets work, market failure, 

government intervention.  

Theme 2   

The UK Economy –  

Performance and Policies  

Measures of economic performance, aggregate demand, aggregate 

supply, national income, economic growth, measures of economic 

performance  

    

Theme 3   

Business Behaviour and 

the Labour Market  

Business growth, business objectives, revenues, costs and profits, 

market structures, labour market, government intervention.  

Theme 4   

A Global Perspective  

International economics, poverty and inequality, emerging and 

developing economies, the financial sector, role of the state in the 

macroeconomy.  

  

How will I be assessed?  
  

A-level Economics - assessed at the end of Year 13      

Paper Type of assessment  

Duratio n  

Weighting  

Paper 1  Examination on Themes 1 & 3 – Markets and how they work. Data 

response questions and two extended open response questions.  

2 hours 

100 

marks  

35% of   

A Level  
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Paper 2  Examination on Themes 2 & 4 – Competing in the global economy. 

Data response questions and two extended open response 

questions.  

2 hours 

100 

marks  

35% of   

A Level  

Paper 3  Examination on Themes 1-4 (synoptic paper), based on a pre-

released case study – The economic environment and business.  

Data response questions and two extended open response 

questions.  

2 hours 

100 

marks  

30% of   

A Level  

  

Assessment is at the end of the two year course.   

  

Future Opportunities  
  

The broad and multi-disciplinary nature of Economics, and its application to a wide range of current issues 

that call upon students to demonstrate the transferability of their knowledge, understanding and skills, 

makes it an ideal vehicle to assist candidates in developing their knowledge and understanding of key skills 

and to produce evidence of their application. Every module includes opportunities to develop all key skill 

areas, both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’. At the last count, there were over 1500 Economics or Economics related degree 

courses being offered at University.  

  

Is there anything else I should know?  
  

The courses will provide a smooth transition from GCSE and will give an excellent foundation for further 

study of Economics or Business and Management in Higher Education. The material, having a strong 

empirical bias, will provide a useful background for any candidate wishing to pursue a career in business 

and finance. In addition, there will be an opportunity to be part of the Wirral Grammar School for Boys 

Entrepreneurial Society. Currently, as part of the course we run field trips to Lancaster University 

Management School, A-level Economics Conference in Manchester and the BASE Business Challenge 

(ICAEW) this gives the opportunity for students to see ideas being put into practice.  

  

Finally, given the quantitative nature of the course coupled with the requirement to write a number of 

detailed essays, it is essential that pupils attain a minimum Grade 6 in either English Language or Literature 

and a minimum Grade 6 in Mathematics in their respective GCSEs  

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   
 

 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE  
Examination Board: AQA   
  

Introduction and Course Description    
  

English Language is an enjoyable, varied A Level which builds on writing and critical reading skills developed 
at GCSE to encourage pupils to consider how language is used in a wide variety of spoken and written 
modes. Through analysis of stereotypes associated with accent and dialects; cultural, social and 
occupational diversity and linguistic development throughout history and child language acquisition, 

students will gain skills to develop their linguistic awareness through critical analysis in addition to their 
written and oral communication skills.   

  

A Level  
  

Paper 1 Language, the Individual & Society (2.5 hours) (40% of A Level) This paper is split into two section 

incorporating 2 questions in total  

Section A  Pupils are asked to consider how writers and speakers use language for different audiences and 

purposes through exploration of texts from a range of genres, times and places.  Pupils will be 

asked to use their critical reading skills to compare and contrast texts and consider linguistic 

patterns.  

Section B  Pupils explore how children develop their spoken and written literacy through consideration of 

relevant theory and exploration of real data.  

Paper 2  Language Diversity & Change (2.5 hours) (40% of A Level) The paper is split into two sections 

incorporating 2 questions in total.  

Section 1  Pupils will be asked how different social and occupational groups, genders and ethnicity groups 

use language differently. Pupils will also consider differing attitudes to various accents and 

dialects both nationally and globally.  Students will also work with a range of sources from varying 

modes and eras to consider changes in the English Language from 1600 to the present day. 

Questions will ask students to explore contemporary opinions and views of language through 

exploration of how language has changed and how it is used by different groups of people. These 

questions will involve pupils using their analytical writing skills and knowledge to develop clear 

arguments in consideration of the views presented.  

Section 2  Pupils written skills will be assessed. This question will require students to use the issues posed 

in Section A of the examination to craft a non-fiction article on a linguistic topic to a non-specialist 

audience.  

Coursework:  Linguistic Investigation & Original Writing (Coursework) (20% of A Level) The coursework 

includes two separate mini projects.   

Piece 1  This is a piece of original writing based on the style of an established writer/journalist and written 

for a specific audience and purpose. Pupils select their own style from story writing, journalism, 

scripts, reviews etc (1500 words).    
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Piece 2  This is an individual linguistic investigation into an aspect of the course students have found 

interesting, using their own data to produce a research project on a selected area. Previous 

projects have included: the language of serial killers; the language of online gaming; how 

politicians manipulate the electorate; motivational sports speeches etc (2000 words).   

  

Future Opportunities   
  

A Level Language is a course which will be enjoyed by all those who can formulate original ideas and 
articulate them in a mature analytical manner.  English Language combines well with all subjects at A Level 
and gives excellent preparation for university courses in Business Studies, Humanities, Languages, Law. 
Students who pursue English Language at degree level have gone onto careers in marketing and advertising, 
criminal profiling, political research and administration, journalism.   

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   
 

 

 

ENGLISH LITERATURE  
Examination Board: AQA Spec B  
  

Introduction and Course Description    
  

English Literature encourages students to develop their interest in and enjoyment of literature through 

reading widely, critically and independently.  Close study is made of a number of literary works from the 

genres of poetry, prose and drama, written from 1800 to the present day.  The aim of the course is to 

present a discipline that is humane, historically aware and communicative.  

  

Course Outline  
  

We offer English Literature as a full A level option using the AQA English Literature Specification B. The A 
Level course is of 2 years duration, based on a combination of coursework and terminal examinations. These 
consist of:  

  

Paper 1 Literary Genres (2.5 hours)  
  

Aspects of Tragedy, based on a Shakespeare text, another drama text and one further text, one of which 

must have been written pre-1900.  

  

Paper 2 Texts and Genres (3 hours)  
  

Elements of Crime Writing, based on one prose text written after 2000, one poetry text and one other text, 

one of which must have been written pre-1900  

  

Coursework:  Theory and Independence  
  

Two coursework essays, one of which must be on a prose text, the other on a poetry text, both responding 

to different aspects of an AQA Critical Anthology of approaches to literary criticism. Students are 

encouraged to select their own texts and adopt a critical approach that reflects their own interests. 

  

This course will be enjoyed by all those who can formulate original ideas and articulate them in a mature 

analytical manner.  English Literature combines well with all subjects and gives excellent preparation for 

university courses in Business Studies, Humanities, Languages, Law. Students who studied English Literature 

have gone on to work in Television, Law, Marketing and Advertising, Journalism, and Higher Education.   
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FRENCH  
Examination Board: AQA  
  

Introduction and Course Description  
  

The study of French to Advanced Level is more than simply a question of academic study leading to a valued 

qualification, it also involves developing useful practical skills which can be applied in many situations in 

real life, whether at work or at leisure. The course aims to enable the students:  

  

1. to communicate easily and with confidence in a French-speaking environment  

2. to understand and appreciate spoken and written French from a variety of sources and in registers 

including colloquial, informative and literary  

3. to seek and convey information, report and express ideas and feelings in, for example, discussion, 

conversation, personal and analytical writing  

4. to form a sound base of language and learning skills for further study and continuing use in work 

and leisure.  
 

An appreciation of the culture and civilisation of France and other French-speaking communities is 

fostered in the students and first hand contact is encouraged. Opportunities exist for students to 

travel abroad and they are encouraged to take advantage of these.  

 

How will I be assessed?  

 

This qualification is linear and students will sit all their exams at the end of the course in Upper Sixth.  

 

 Core content  

 

• Social issues and trends  

• Political and artistic culture  

• Grammar  

Options  

 

• Works: Literary texts and films  

  

  



 

   
 

Assessments  
  

Paper 1: Listening, reading and writing  
 

  What is assessed    How is it assessed  

 • Aspects of French-speaking society: 

current trends 

• Aspects of French-speaking society: 

current issues 

• Artistic culture in the French-speaking 

world 

• Aspects of political life in the French-

speaking world 

• Grammar 

 • Written exam: 2 hours 30 minutes 

• 100 marks 

• 50% of A-level 

 

 

  

Questions  

1. Listening and responding to spoken passages from a range of contexts and sources covering 

different registers and adapted as necessary. Material will include complex factual and abstract 

content and questions will target main points, gist and detail. Studio recordings in French will be 

used and students will have individual control of the recording.    

2. All questions are in French, to be answered with non-verbal responses or in French (60 marks).  

Reading and responding to a variety of texts written for different purposes, drawn from a range of 

authentic sources and adapted as necessary. Material will include complex factual and abstract 

content and questions will target main points, gist and detail.   

3. All questions are in French, to be answered with non-verbal responses or in French (60 marks).  

4. Translation into English; a passage of minimum 100 words (20 marks).  

5. Translation into French; a passage of minimum 100 words (20 marks).  

6. No access to a dictionary during the assessment.  

Paper 2: Writing  
  

  What is assessed    How is it assessed  

 • La Haine (film) and Un Sac de Billes 

(novel)  

• Grammar 

 • Written exam: 2 hours 

• 80 marks in total 

• 20% of A-level 
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Questions  

 

1. Either one question in French on a set text from a choice of two questions and one question in 

French on a set film from a choice of two questions or two questions in French on set texts from a 

choice of two questions on each text.  

2. All questions will require a critical appreciation of the concepts and issues covered in the work and 

a critical and analytical response to features such as the form and the technique of presentation, 

as appropriate to the work studied (eg the effect of narrative voice in a prose text or camera work 

in a film).  

3. No access to texts or films during the assessment.  

4. No access to a dictionary during the assessment.  

5. Students are advised to write approximately 300 words per essay. 

Paper 3: Speaking  
  

 What is assessed    How is it assessed  

 • Individual research project 

• One of four themes (Aspects of French-

speaking society: current trends, Aspects 

of French-speaking society: current 

issues, Artistic culture in the French-

speaking world, Aspects of political life in 

the French-speaking world). 

 •  Oral exam: 21–23 minutes  

(including 5 minutes preparation time) 

•   60 marks in total 

•   30% of A-level 

 

      

 

 

In the classroom, emphasis is placed on the active use of the foreign language and on the exploitation of 

authentic material – websites, DVDs, newspaper articles, magazines etc. We also use Kerboodle within 

lessons to complement the interactive teaching style. Work is topic based and deals with many issues. We 

have also established an annual sixth form trip to Paris with Wirral Grammar School for Girls. There is also 

the opportunity to pursue work experience in France and get involved in international projects and language 

competitions  

 

Future Opportunities  
  

French is the second most commonly-taught second language in the world (after English), with 77 million 

first language speakers and 51 million second language speakers.  It is the official language in 33 countries 

and, other than English, is the only language spoken as a native language in all 5 continents.  French is one 

of the official working languages in dozens of international organizations, including: NATO, UN, Amnesty 

International and the Red Cross. Given the widespread usage and importance of French throughout the 

world the opportunities for those who study it are enormous.  

   



 

   
 

Those with this qualification enhance their employment prospects, as more and more companies are now 

looking for a workforce which can communicate with partners in Europe and beyond.  Students who do not 

envisage using French as an integral part of their career also benefit from the course as they experience the 

enjoyment and motivation of improving their linguistic level and find foreign travel easier.  

   

The country’s economy and trade depend on the capacity to communicate with foreigners in their language.  

Ability in a foreign language gives access to many employment and promotion opportunities in a great 

number of areas and has an excellent reputation amongst universities.  Many companies are multinational 

and almost all have dealings with other countries. A Level French will be a solid foundation for a degree 

course but, equally, it will provide a practical communication skill of appeal to many employers and would 

give graduates in many other disciplines an invaluable ancillary skill. A modern language is no longer the 

province of the ‘arts’ student and may be combined with many other subjects at sixth form level and 

beyond. Such subjects in Higher Education include Chemistry, Engineering, Law, Marketing, Business, and 

Computing.  

  

You are demonstrating to potential employers your value of the international dimension, your ability to 

build relationships, your awareness of cultural differences and your presentation skills. The Russell Group 

of top university ranks French as a preferred A Level and the ratio of applicants to places across modern 

languages is better for the applicant than any other subject area. This is especially true for Oxford and 

Cambridge applicants. Graduates with language qualifications will earn, on average, 8-20% more than non 

linguists in comparable jobs. Only medicine, dentistry and veterinary science graduates have a better 

employment ratio than modern foreign language graduates.  

  

Employees with language skills are definitely more marketable and have more worth in the labour market.  
Bob Sankley, HR Director, BMW  

  

The European Commission is desperate to employ more native English speakers fluent in another 

language. Times Online   

 

It is important to have people with language skills to maximise business opportunities and to assist our 
client in achieving their goals. Salim Sonjee, Partner, Wright and Jakes Solicitors  

 
Language skills are in higher demand than ever before. Despite the economic hardship in the EU, it 
remains the UK’s biggest export market.  Neil Bentley, deputy director general of the Confederation of 
British Industry  
  

Modern foreign languages are important for our universities, economy and society 

Dr Wendy Piatt, director general of the Russell Group, which represents 24 leading universities.  
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GEOGRAPHY  
Examination Board: AQA  
  

Introduction and Course Description   
  

Component  How it is 

assessed  
Questions  

  

Component 1: Physical Geography  

Section A: Water and carbon cycles Section 

B: Either Hot desert environments and their 

margins or Coastal systems and landscapes  

Section C: Either Hazards or Ecosystems 

under stress or Cold environments  

  

Written exam:   

2 hours 30 mins  

(96 marks)  

  

40% of A Level  

  

Section A: answer all questions   

(27 marks)  

Section B: answer either question 3 or 

question 4 (27 marks)  
Section C: answer either question 5 or 

question 6 or question 7 (42 marks) 

Question types: multiple-choice, short 

answer, levels of response and extended 

prose  

    

Component 2: Human Geography  

Section A: Global systems and global  

governance  

Section B: Changing places  

Section C: Either Contemporary urban 

environments or Population and the  
environment or Resource security  

  

Written exam:   

2 hours 30 mins  

(96 marks)  

  

40% of A Level  

  

Section A: answer all questions   

(27 marks)  

Section B: answer all questions   

(27 marks)  

Section C: answer either question 5 or 

question 6 or question 7 (42 marks) 

Question types: multiple-choice, short 

answer, levels of response, extended prose  

    

Component 3: Geographical Investigation 

Students complete an individual 

investigation which must include data 

collected in the field. The individual 

investigation must be based on a question or 

issue defined and developed by the student 

relating to any part of the specification 

content.  

3,000–4,000 words (60 marks)  

20% of A Level  

Marked by teachers  

Moderated by AQA  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   
 

 

 

Future Opportunities  
  

The subject highlights clear links between arts and the sciences which will ensure that students receive a 
broad and valuable education. This will allow students to follow scientific or arts based courses at 
undergraduate level.  

  

Many employers perceive Geography as being an excellent bridging subject - through which many life-skills 

are developed. Consequently, career opportunities for qualified Geographers are wide and varied.  Many 
go on to use their scientific experience in hydrology, glaciology and geological surveying. In addition, 
environmental posts are obtained in environmental health care, landscape architecture or in town and 

country planning. Management skills ensure graduate geographers are actively pursued for industrial 
management, advertising, Local Government and Foreign Office posts.  Social Services are another career 

route followed by geographers, gaining employment in consumer services, medical demography, the Court 

Service, Police and of course teaching.  With the growth of leisure and tourism many opportunities now 

exist in this field.  

  

Is there anything else I should know?  
  

A minimum attainment Grade 7 at GCSE is essential.   
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GEOLOGY  
Examination Board: EDUQAS (WJEC)  
     

Introduction and Course Description  
  
Geology is above all a problem-solving science subject and involves the study of the processes that have 

formed Planet Earth over millions of years. It is important to know how our planet works in order to manage 

its resources effectively and to cope with the hazards and changes that are happening to the Earth around 

us. There has never been a more interesting time to be involved in the science that studies the Earth!  

  

You will study a range of topics concerning Planet Earth, including the structure of the Earth, how the Earth’s 

plates move and how these movements cause hazards for us. You will learn about the clues contained in 

igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks that allow us to work out how they formed. In addition, you 

will study fossils which reveal the development of life on Earth, how the Earth has provided geological 

resources essential for us to live, and evidence for previous times of climate change on Earth.  

  

Fieldwork is an essential part of Geology. You will go on a number of fieldtrips, visiting places where rocks 

can be easily seen at the Earth’ surface. Once you have studied Geology for a while you will be able to collect 

information on your fieldtrips that will allow you to work out what the Earth was like millions of years ago.  

 

Component  How it is 

assessed  

Component 1: Geological Investigations  

This is a practical exam, requiring candidates to describe and interpret geological 

information from diagrams, photographs, maps, and hand specimens of rocks, 

minerals and fossils.  

Section A: Two questions requiring short and structured answers.  

Section B: An investigation of the geology of an area shown on an accompanying 

geological map.  

Written exam:   

2 hours 15 mins   

35% of A Level  

  

Component 2: Geological Principles and Processes  

This exam mainly requires candidates to draw on their theoretical knowledge from 

the key ideas in geology in order to interpret information, draw conclusions and 

explain observations.  

There are six questions requiring short, structured and extended answers.  

Written exam:   

1 hour 45 mins  

  

30% of A Level  

  



 

   
 

Component 3: Geological Applications  

This exam requires candidates to apply their understanding to solve problems in the 

context of three geological themes:  

Section A: Geohazards - Two questions requiring short and structured answers. 

Section B: Geological map applications - An investigation of the geology of an area 

shown on an accompanying geological map.  

Section C: Three question from the chosen option module, requiring short, structured 

and extended answers. We will study the Geology of the Lithosphere module.  

Written exam:   

2 hours  

  

35% of A Level  

  

Practical Endorsement  

A number of practical “competencies” reported separately by your teacher and not 

contributing to the final grade.  

Assessed by 

teacher during 

practical- and 

field-work  

  

Future Opportunities  
  

There are a wide range of careers that geology students can progress on to including those involving:  

  

1. developing a sustainable future for ourselves and the Earth  

2. exploring for and extracting useful materials from the Earth  

3. protecting the environment from the effects of human activity  

4. monitoring and reducing the impacts of geological hazards such as earthquakes and volcanoes  

5. research into the geological history of Earth and other planets  

6. how we and the Earth might respond to climate change  

 

Geology draws from some concepts in other sciences (Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Environmental 

Science) and Geography and applies them to problems related to the Earth and the way humans interact 

with it. Geology, therefore, makes the perfect complementary subject for those interested in applied 

science and solving real-world problems. As such, students who have studied Geology develop many 

transferable skills and are actively sought out by a wide variety of employers.  

 

Is there anything else I should know?  
 

Prior study of Geology at GCSE level is useful but not a prerequisite. As a science subject, Geology requires 

the application of mathematical skills, but does not require the study of A Level Maths. Alternative 

arrangements for fieldwork investigation (namely, online “virtual” investigation) can be made for students 

with additional mobility needs.  
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Government & Politics  
(UK Politics, Political Ideas and Comparative Politics)     Examination 

Board: EDEXCEL  
  

Introduction and Course Description  
  

The study of Government and Politics at A Level is designed to build upon an interest in how the processes 

of politics and government work and, in so doing, create a deeper understanding of the nature of political 

issues and exchange in the UK. The discipline is interesting, demanding and rewarding. Political ideas will 

be examined in depth to gain an understanding of the role of ideology in politics and a comparative study 

(US politics) will provide a fascinating insight into politics abroad.   

  

How will I be assessed?  
  

Assessment is by 3 units which are examined at the end of Year 13, with weighting as follows:  

  

Component 1: UK Politics (*Paper code: 9PL0/01)  
1. Written examination: 2 hours  
2. 33⅓ % of the qualification   
3. 84 marks  

  

Content  

Overview  

  

1. Political Participation  

Students will study: Democracy and Participation, Political Parties, Electoral Systems, 

Voting Behaviour and the Media.   
2. Core Political Ideas  

      Students will study: Conservatism, Liberalism, Socialism  

  

Assessment  

Overview  

  

Section A: Political Participation   
1. One 30-mark question from a choice of two (each question is based on a quote) – 

students must complete one of these.   
2. Plus one 30-mark question from a choice of two – students must complete one of these.  
3. All questions assess AO1, AO2 and AO3.  

 
Section B: Core Political Ideas  

4. One 24-mark question from a choice of two, which assesses AO1, AO2 and AO3.  

Component 2: UK Government (*Paper code: 9PL0/02)  
1. Written examination: 2 hours   
2. 33⅓ % of the qualification   
3. 84 marks   



 

   
 

  

Content  

Overview  

  

1. UK Government   

Students will study: The Constitution, Parliament, Prime Minister and Executive, 

Relationships Between the Branches.   
2. Optional Political Ideas  

 Students will study: One idea from the following: Anarchism, Ecologism, Feminism, Multi-

Culturalism, Nationalism.  

  

Assessment  

Overview  

  

Section A: UK Government  
1. One 30-mark questions from a choice of two (each question is based on a quote) – 

students must complete one of these.   
2. Plus one 30-mark question from a choice of two – students must complete one of these. 
3. All questions assess AO1, AO2 and AO3.  

 
Section B: Optional Political Ideas   

4. One 24-mark question from a choice of two, which assesses AO1, AO2 and AO3.  

  

  

Component 3: Comparative Politics (*Paper code: 9PL0/3A or 3B)  

1. Written examination: 2 hours   
2. 33⅓ % of the qualification   
3. 84 marks  
4. Students study USA (9PL0/3A)   

Content 

Overview  

1.  USA (3A)   

Students will study: The US Constitution and Federalism, US Congress, US Presidency, US 

Supreme Court, Democracy and Participation, Civil Rights.  

Assessment  

Overview for  

3A   

  

Section A  

One 12-mark question from a choice of two, which assesses AO1 and AO2.   

Section B   

One compulsory 12-mark question based on a source, which assesses AO1 and AO2.   

Section C  

Two 30-mark questions from a choice of three, which assesses AO1, AO2 and AO3.  

  

An internal reference exam will be undertaken at the end of the first year of the course which will comprise 

of component 1 and 2.  

  

Approach to lessons  
  

Classwork and homework takes a variety of forms: essays, short questions, note making, discussions, 

student presentations, co-operative learning, independent study and regular use of relevant websites 

including BBC Politics, Democracy Live, Parliament UK and our very own twitter page @WGSBPolitics.  

  

Students are also encouraged to keep up to date with their knowledge of current affairs and key events in 

contemporary British and international politics; to assist this process, all politics students are encouraged 

to participate in the weekly Politics Forum which contributes to the wider role of politics in the school by 
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encouraging students to engage in political discussion and activity. Year 12 students will also have the 

opportunity to visit the Houses of Parliament and participate in a number of enrichment activities.    

  

An active interest in current political issues and ideas is vital, as is an enthusiasm to contribute to both 

written and spoken elements of the course as well as its extra-curricular opportunities. A lively and 

enquiring mind, the capacity to be well organised and the motivation to achieve to the highest standards 

are all prerequisites of a successful Politics student.  

  

Future Opportunities  
  

Many students have gone on to study Politics and related disciplines at prestigious centres of higher 

education including Oxford and Cambridge. The study of Politics, and the transferable skill set it nurtures, 

is relevant to many career areas; the legal professions, civil service, tourism, local government, education, 

banking, retail, accountancy, commerce and journalism.   

    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   
 

HISTORY  
Examination Board: AQA  
   

Introduction and Course Description  
  

We want A Level History to be a very positive experience for all who take the course, as well as a successful 
one. We have now been delivering our current courses for seven years, seeing six cohorts through the new 

examination. Their results are shown below. We are continuously refining and improving our resources and 
we find boys respond positively to the courses. We usually provide boys with a small office for private study, 
numbers permitting, but unfortunately in the current circumstances that cannot be offered.  We will, 
however, resume its use when possible. A significant proportion of those who opted for the subject in recent 

years have gone on to study History as a single honours degree or as part of a joint Honours or in a History 
related course, such as Classical Civilisation or Politics.    

  

Breadth Study: 1G Challenge and Transformation: Britain, c1851-1964  
  

This is a challenging, immensely interesting and significant period of history.  Within it there are a number 
of colourful characters who made a vast contribution to shaping the country we now live in: people such as 

Benjamin Disraeli, William Gladstone, David Lloyd George, Winston Churchill and Clement Attlee. The 

course requires the study of a number of fascinating themes, such as the changes in the political system 
and nature of party politics and changes in attitudes to and the nature of social policy in the period. It also 
analyses the nature of Britain’s relationship with Ireland, the growth of trade unionism, the state of the 
economy and the impact of two World Wars on Britain. This will be done through analysis of the key 

concepts of causation, consequence, change, continuity and significance.  

 

Depth Study 2R: The Cold War, c1945-1991  
  

This course builds on and extends your study of international relations at GCSE. Again it is a very significant 
time in the shaping of our modern world and involved some key figures from history: people such as Stalin, 

Khrushchev, Brezhnev, Castro, and Gorbachev, along with Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, 

Johnson, Nixon and Carter. Themes such as communism, anti-communism, aggression and détente are 

addressed in this course, as are issues such as the impact of modern military technology and factors which 
precipitated confrontation, and those which promoted peace making during the Cold War. Students will 

study major events such as the Cuban Missile Crisis, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the Gulf War.  

  

Assessment: the examination papers  
  

Both papers will require students to undertake two essays from a choice of three, along with a source 
question.  In Unit One the sources will be secondary evidence and in Unit Two they will be contemporary.   
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Non-Examined Assessment  
  

It is through this part of the course that the History Department will fulfil the requirement that the History 

A Level courses cover a 200 year period. Students will be able to select a question from a range approved 
by AQA.  Our questions are usually selected from the topics areas listed below.  This is because we have 
built up an extensive library for these areas of study.       

  

❖ Conflicts: Their Causes and Nature 1756-1871  

❖ Conflicts: Their Causes and Nature 1789-1905  

  

Students will begin their research in the summer of Year 12, after which they will select their question and 

begin a series of regular review meetings with their History teachers designed to support them in their 

independent study.    

 

Submission will be almost immediately after Christmas to allow sufficient time for the revision of the two 

taught units. The non-examined assessment is required to be no more than 4,500 words in length. In 

addition to developing knowledge and understanding of the periods studied, the courses will develop 
important skills such as the ability to analyse and evaluate sources, while also providing opportunities to 

develop the ability to write in a balanced, analytical and coherent manner.  

  

What happens in lessons?  
  

Lessons are delivered by enthusiastic subject specialists who aim to make lessons fun and engaging.  

Students will be encouraged to think independently and a range of media and sources will be used to 
support learning. As a department, we want to see students achieve the best they can and will work very 
hard to support them in this endeavour, as we did at GCSE.  In return, students will be expected to give one 

hundred per cent effort at all times and to be reliable in the submission of work, as these are key requisites 
in maximising potential at A Level.  

  

Students will be regularly assessed on practice questions and their progress monitored so support can be 
offered when appropriate. They will be provided with guidance as to how to approach the different types 
of question on the two papers and will receive regular fact tests to ensure they are developing their factual 

knowledge.    

  

Combining A Level choices  
  

A Level History supports and combines well with most subjects.  Popular combinations include English 

Language, English Literature, Government and Politics, Modern Languages, Economics and Law.  It can also 
combine very usefully with Mathematics and Sciences, providing a valuable set of complementary skills.  

  



 

   
 

 

Future Opportunities  
  

Many students from Wirral Grammar School have developed a life-long love of History and gone on to study 

History and related disciplines at university. Others have found that the study of History is relevant to many 
career areas: the legal professions, civil service, tourism, local government, education, banking, retail, 
accountancy, commerce and journalism.   

  

  

Year   A*  A  B  C  D  E  F  U  

2017  0  6  9  4    1      

2018  1  9  8  4          

2019  1  12  10  7  1      1  

2020  2  8  10  4          

2021 2 8 10 3 1    

2022 1 5 12 1 1    

  

Year   Percentage A*-A  Percentage A*-B  Percentage A*-C  

2017  30%  75%  92%  

2018  45.4%  81.8%  100%  

2019  40.6%  75%  94%  

2020  41.7%  83.3%  95.8%  

2021 42% 83% 96% 

2022 30% 90% 95% 

Cumulative total  (122 students)  45% 93% 96% 
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LAW  
Examination Board: OCR  
  

 Introduction and Course Description  

 This course is designed to provide students with a knowledge of the rules, concepts and operation of the 

English Legal System and with a knowledge of the rules and principles of Criminal Law, Tort Law and 

Contract, together with the social and economic factors involved in their emergence, implementation and 

enforcement. Throughout the course the student is required not only to have a thorough understanding of 

the subject but also to demonstrate his ability to apply laws to facts, evaluate legal authorities, assess 

critically the operation of the legal system and categorise factual situations in order to apply legal rules.  The 

content of the course is organised in three papers:  

  

Paper 1  The English Legal  

System/Criminal Law  

An exploration of the English Legal System, the court structure, 

legal personnel and Access to Justice. General principles of 

Criminal Liability. Offences against the person and against 

property.  

Paper 2  Law Making/ Tort Law  

  

An exploration of Law Making by the courts and by Parliament, law 

reform. Tort Law-principles of negligence, civil law remedies, 

occupier’s liability  

Paper 3  

  

The Nature of Law/  

Contract Law  

  

Theories of law and justice, law and morality, law and society, law 

and technology. The formation and enforcement of contracts.  

 How will I be assessed?  
 The Examinations:    

All papers take place in Summer of the FINAL year. Each Paper is worth a third of the total mark.   

  

Future Opportunities  
 Suitability of A Level Law - Careers   

1. as a preparation for a Law or other degree OR  

2. as part of an A Level course, whether or not it is intended to continue beyond A Level.  

Many students who study Law at university will eventually become solicitors or barristers, having pursued 

the Law Society Finals or Bar Finals respectively.  Alternatively, students can become legal executives after 

A Levels, work in the courts system as clerks or the police. Students with Law degrees have a wide choice 

of career options outside the legal professions because it is regarded as one of the most ‘bankable’ 

degrees to have.   

 

 Is there anything else I should know?  

Law at A Level is a very intellectually demanding subject. A student needs to have a thoroughly competent 

use of language.  A reasonable guide is an 8 or higher at GCSE. Apart from that, students study A Level Law 

in combination with any other A Level subject. Its logical processes appeal to scientists and 

mathematicians and arts and humanities students are well equipped to approach essay type assignments.  

  



 

   
 

MATHEMATICS  
Examination Board: EDEXCEL  
  

Introduction and Course Description   
  

Aims  
1. To consolidate and extend previous mathematical experiences at GCSE.  

2. To provide applications of Mathematics in a wide variety of contexts.  

  

Courses  
The scheme followed is EDEXCEL Mathematics A Level.    

  

Pure Mathematics  

Modules Pure Year 1 and Pure Year 2 contain most of the traditional topics necessary for the 

development and application of Mathematics, namely algebraic methods, series, trigonometry, 

functions, calculus, simple differential equations, co-ordinate geometry and vectors.  

Applied Mathematics  

The Applied Mathematics comprises two equally-weighted elements.  

  

The Mechanics Section consists mainly of the dynamics of particle motion, particularly related to 

motion in a straight line and motion in a circle and involves the concepts of displacement, velocity, 

acceleration, force, momentum, work, energy, power, using vector methods. (This module is for 

Further Mathematics only).  

  

The Statistics Section consists of the presentation and analysis of data, the definition and use of 

probability and its applications to probability distributions.   

  

Pure Mathematics   

Below is the study route for Mathematics A Level:  

  

Year 12  

Pure Mathematics 1 module and Mechanics and Statistics module are followed.    

10 hours per fortnight, 7 Pure Mathematics and 3 Applied Mathematics.  

  

 

Year 13 - A Level Mathematics  

  

Pure Mathematics 2 A2 module and the Mechanics and Statistics A2 material. 10 hours per fortnight (7 

Pure, 3 Applied).  
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Papers sat:  

Pure Mathematics 1    (A2)     2 hours,  100 marks  

Pure Mathematics 2    (A2)     2 hours,  100 marks  

Mechanics and Statistics   (A2)     2 hours,  100 marks  

  

EXPRESS (MATHS & FURTHER MATHEMATICS) ROUTE - Students choosing this route must indicate this 

option on their form.   

 
Year 12 – A Level Further Mathematics  

  

MATHEMATICS  Pure Mathematics 1 and 2 modules and Mechanics and Statistics module. 14 hours per 

fortnight (9 Pure, 5 Applied)  

 

Papers sat:    Pure Mathematics 1                 (A2)  2 hours,  100 marks  

Pure Mathematics 2      (A2)  2 hours,  100 marks  

Mechanics and Statistics         (A2)  2 hours,  100 marks  

  

Year 13 – A Level Further Mathematics  

  

FURTHER MATHEMATICS  Core Pure Mathematics 1 and 2 modules, Decision Mathematics 1 module and 

Further Mechanics 1 module.   

  

14 hours per fortnight (7 Pure, 7 Applied)  

  

Papers sat:    Core Pure Mathematics 1    (A2) 1.5 hours,  75 

marks  

    Core Pure Mathematics 2    (A2) 1.5 hours,  75 

marks  

    Further Mechanics 1     (A2) 1.5 hours,  75 

marks  

    Decision Mathematics 1    (A2) 1.5 hours,  75 

marks  

  

 

How will I be graded?  
  

Each module is examined separately and awards at A Level are determined by a total ‘points' score.  

  

 

 

 

 



 

   
 

 

 

Future Opportunities  
  

Anyone intending to take Mathematics, Physics or Engineering will find a Mathematics qualification 

essential for acceptance and the pursuit of Further Mathematics desirable. In addition, the Mathematics 

course is appropriate for a very wide range of subsequent courses in the Sciences and Social Sciences.  The 

Mathematics course would also be appropriate for direct employment particularly in the Banking and 

Accountancy fields.  More details are available from your Mathematics teacher.  

  

Is there anything else I should know?  
  

Minimum Qualification to study A Level Mathematics:  

1. For A Level Mathematics - Grade 7 or above at GCSE  

2. For Express A-level and Further AS or A-level  - Grade 8 or 9 at GCSE.  

 

Other A Levels  

  

It may be helpful to anyone taking Physics at A Level to take Mathematics and it would be helpful for anyone 

taking a substantially science-based course.  
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MUSIC  
Examination Board: EDUQAS  

Introduction and Course Description  

The A Level course builds on the skills and knowledge developed at GCSE level in the areas of Composing, 

Performing and Appraising, but require a higher degree of practical skill and a greater depth of study.  The 

course consists of three units.  

How will I be assessed?  

Component 1 – Performing (35%)   

A performance consisting of a minimum of three pieces. At least one of the pieces should be as a soloist. 
The other pieces may be as a soloist, or as part of an ensemble, or a combination of both. One piece must 

reflect the musical characteristics of one area of study. At least one other piece must reflect the musical 
characteristics of one other, different area of study.  

Component 2 – Composing (25%)  

Two compositions. One must reflect the musical techniques and conventions of the Western Classical  

Tradition, and be in response to a brief set by Eduqas. Boys will have a choice of four briefs, which will be 
released during the first week of September in the academic year in which the assessment is to be taken. 
The second composition is a free composition.   

Component 3 – Appraising (40%)  

Written examination: 2 hours 15 minutes approximately  

40% of qualification  

The written examination focuses on three areas of study  

Area of study A: The Western Classical Tradition covering The Development of the Symphony, 1750 – 1900. 

Learners should choose one of the following set works for detailed analysis, and the other for general study:  

1. Symphony No.104 in D major, ‘London’ by Haydn   

2. Symphony No.4 in A major, ‘Italian’ by Mendelssohn  

 

The second area of study should be selected from:  

 

Area of study B: Rock and Pop (1960-2000)  

 

Area of study C: Musical Theatre (Rodgers, Bernstein, Sondheim Schonberg, Lloyd Webber and Schwartz) 

Area of study D: Jazz (1920-1960)  

 

This Area of Study will be selected in response to the individual skills / experience of the cohort.    



 

   
 

 

  

 

The third area of study should be selected from either,  
  

3. Area of study E: Into the 20th Century, which includes 2 set works – Trio for Oboe, Bassoon and  

 

Piano, Movement II by Poulenc and Three Nocturnes, Number 1 Nuages by Debussy or,  

4. Area of study F: Into the 21st Century, which includes two set works – Asyla, Movement 3, Ecstasio by 

Thomas Adès and String Quartet No.2 (Opus California) Movements 1, Boardwalk and 4, Natural Bridges by 

Sally Beamish  

 

   

Future Opportunities  
  

Advanced level music provides a worthwhile, satisfying and complete course of study which broadens 

experience, develops imagination, fosters creativity and promotes personal and social development.  It can 

equally be a preparation for further study of music at degree level or a foundation for a lifetime of music-

making as a leisure activity.   

  

Is there anything else I should know?  

  

Students with a broad experience of practical music making, involvement in extra-curricular activities and 

performance skills up to Grade V on at least one instrument are best placed to take full advantage of the 

opportunities provided by this course. It is recommend that boys enrolling on this course have achieved 

Grade V Theory of Music – those that do not have this qualification will be expected to take it in their first 

term of A Level study. Opportunities to develop technology-based skills are now an integral part of this 

course.  
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RSL SUBSIDIARY DIPLOMA IN MUSIC 

(PERFORMANCE) 
Examination Board: RSL  

Introduction and Course Description  

This course is aimed primarily at students who are interested in developing practical musical skills together 

with music theory and industry knowledge.  It is a highly practical course and is centered on performing, 

relevant music theory and industry practice  

The RSL Level 3 Diploma is equivalent to one and a half A-levels. The course covers the core aspects of 

practical music skills, and relevant industry knowledge. Students studying on this programme will have a 

keen interest in developing their knowledge and skills and may be intending to pursue a career in the 

industry. This course attracts UCAS points in the same way as an A-level.  

   

Course Outline  

Year 1 

RSL Level 3 Subsidiary Diploma for Music Practitioners 

• Live music performance 

• Music rehearsal skills 

• The session musician 

• Lead Performer  

• Music event management 

• Music event health and safety 

• Composition 

Year 2 

RSL Level 3 Extended Diploma for Music Practitioners 

• Copyright in the Music Industry  

• Live sound engineering 

• Planning for a career in music 

• Music dissertation 

• Recorded music performance 

• Music promotion 

• Development of music recording technology 

 



 

   
 

 
  

Future Opportunities  
  

The RSL Level 3 Music Performing qualifications provide a sound basis for students wishing to proceed to 

university / higher education courses in Popular/ Commercial Music. It can lead to careers in performing, 

teaching, and composition as well as related areas in publishing and media. It combines well with most 

other subjects but compliments in particular English Language and Literature, Psychology and Business.  

  

Is there anything else I should know?  

  

Students with a broad experience of practical music making, involvement in extra-curricular activities and 

performance skills up to Grade V on at least one instrument are best placed to take full advantage of the 

opportunities provided by this course. Opportunities to develop technology-based skills are now an integral 

part of this course.     
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION  
Level 3 Cambridge Extended Certificate in Sport and Physical Activity (2016 Suite) 

Examination Board: OCR 

 

Introduction and Course Description  
For this subject, 5 units are studied over the two years with 3 units being assessed through university type 

assignments, apart from two mandatory units which are examined in either January or June.  The 

qualification allows students to sample a broad range of topics which facilitate the continuation of their 

education in a wide range of sport and non-sport related courses at good Universities.   

 Pupils study topics including Anatomy and Physiology, Sports Coaching, The Physiology of Fitness, Sports 

Injuries and Rehabilitation, and Sports Psychology. The unit choices are tailored to the needs of the pupils 

and, unlike A Level PE, there is no assessment of practical competency in sport. Pupils will complete an 

Extended Certificate (broadly equivalent to 1 A Level) across both Years 12 and 13.   

  

This qualification is in its third year at the school and grades are outstanding with 100% of pupils achieving 

either a Distinction or a Distinction* grade (equivalent to A and A* grades, 9 pupils in cohort) in 2022-23 

The course provides a good foundation for academic writing at undergraduate level due to the nature of 

the assignment writing, topic research, Harvard Referencing and the need continually to meet deadlines. 

Pupils will need their own laptop to complete the course.   

  

Summary  

Two Year Course :  Continuous assessment throughout with an end-of-syllabus examination.   

Level 3 Extended Certificate in Sport and Physical Activity awardable at the end of Year 13, dependent on 

route taken.   

 Equivalent of 1 A Level :    
                                        Pass – Grade E (16 UCAS points)  

                                              Merit – Grade C (32 UCAS points)  

          Distinction – Grade A (48 UCAS Points)  

         Distinction* - Grade A* (56 UCAS points)  

Future Opportunities  

 95% of pupils nationally who have completed the qualification have been successful in gaining university 

places. When combined with A Level/GCE qualifications, this provides an excellent alternative pathway to 

further education, especially for pupils who prefer continual assessment/coursework/assignment or project 

based learning over more traditional exams. Pupils who have previously completed the course have studied 

a wide range of university courses including; physio and sports therapy, sports science, teaching, 

occupational health, sports coaching, business, to name but a few.  

Website:https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/260775-cambridge-technicals-sport-and-physical-activity-

summary-brochure.pdfsummary-brochure.pdf  

   

https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/260775-cambridge-technicals-sport-and-physical-activity-summary-brochure.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/260775-cambridge-technicals-sport-and-physical-activity-summary-brochure.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/260775-cambridge-technicals-sport-and-physical-activity-summary-brochure.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/260775-cambridge-technicals-sport-and-physical-activity-summary-brochure.pdf


 

   
 

PHYSICS 

Examination Board: Edexcel  
  

Introduction and Course Description    
  

Physics requires the knowledge and understanding of many facts and principles. It looks at why things 
happen and how things work. The accumulation of knowledge from Year 7 to 11 is necessary for the 

understanding of the ideas which are developed. Much of the work is new, but is a logical extension of GCSE 
material in much greater depth.  

  

A Level   
  

The course consists of three externally assessed modules together with the science practical endorsement.  

Examinations take place at the end of Year 13. A summary of the content for the A Level course is as follows:  

  

 

Paper 1: Advanced Physics I  
1. Written examination: 1 hour 45 minutes  
2. 30% of the total qualification  
3. 90 marks  

 
The paper may include multiple-choice, short open, open-response, calculations and extended 
writing questions  

Course content   Working as a Physicist                                Further Mechanics  

   Mechanics   Electric and Magnetic Fields  

   Electric Circuits   Nuclear and Particle Physics  

  

 

Paper 2: Advanced Physics 2  
1. Written examination: 1 hour 45 minutes  
2. 30% of the total qualification  
3. 90 marks  

 
The paper may include multiple-choice, short open, open-response, calculations and extended 
writing questions.  

Course content   Working as a Physicist   Space  

   Materials   Nuclear Radiation  

   Waves and Particle Nature of Light   Gravitational Fields  

   Thermodynamics   Oscillations  
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Paper 3: General and Practical Principles in Physics  
1. Written examination: 2 hour 30 minutes  
2. 40% of the total qualification  
3. 120 marks  

 
The paper may include multiple-choice, short open, open-response, calculations and extended 
writing questions.  

Course content  1. Questions in this paper may draw on any of the topics in this specification  
2. The paper will include synoptic questions that may draw on two or more 

different topics  
3. The paper will include questions that assess conceptual and theoretical 

understanding of experimental methods (indirect practical skills) that will draw 
on students’ experiences of the core practicals  
 
  

  

   

 

Practicals  
  

Physics, like all sciences, is a practical subject. The assessment of practical skills is a compulsory requirement 

of the course of study for A Level physics. It will appear on all students’ certificates as a separately reported 
result, alongside the overall grade for the qualification. Throughout the course, you will carry out a 
minimum of 12 practical activities including:  

  

• investigating interference and diffraction of laser light  

• measuring acceleration due to gravity  

• investigating systems that oscillate  

• investigation of the links between temperature, volume and pressure  

• safe use of ionising radiation  

• investigating magnetic fields 

Future Opportunities  
  

If a student is entering any scientific, engineering or mathematical course he may well find that Advanced 
Level Physics is a suggested requirement of entry. The principles and technologies involved in the course 
are relevant to many aspects of study. Employers rate physics qualifications highly, so studying physics will 

open doors to a surprising variety of careers.  

  

Is there anything else I should know?  
     

Physics is not an easy option at Advanced level and at least a Grade 7 at GCSE level is needed for entry.   

  

  

 

 



 

   
 

 

 

PSYCHOLOGY  

Examination Board: AQA  
   

The department follows the AQA Psychology linear specification. During Year 12, students sit an end-of-year 

school-based examination that is used to create a predicted grade for their UCAS applications, where 

applicable. At the end of Year 13, pupils are entered for the external examination. This is comprised of 3 

two hour papers.  

  

Introduction and Course Description  
  

Psychology is the scientific study of brain and behaviour. The specification studied at WGSB offers students 

the chance to study psychological theories, research, terminology, statistics, interpretation, analysis and 

evaluation. The course will cover areas such as the Biological basis of behaviour (brain, nervous system, 

neuroscience, evolution, hormones, genetics and twin studies). Also, cognitive psychology (memory, 

learning and language acquisition), developmental psychology (child development), Behaviourist 

psychology (Watson, Pavlov & Skinner), Freudian theory and the Humanistic approach. In the second year 

the students develop further analytical skills as they embark upon more complex ‘options’ such as forensic 

psychology, Gender and Schizophrenia. There is a heavy scientific element to all topics as well as inferential 

statistical analysis. Students will also develop a synoptic approach to the course by learning about the 

philosophical debates embedded within psychological theories and applications.  

  

Examination papers  
  

Paper  1 INTRODUCTORY TOPICS IN PSYCHOLOGY  

  

Assessed in 4 sections  

  

Section A Social Influence  

Section B Memory  

Section C Attachment  

Section D           Psychopathology  

Paper 2 PSYCHOLOGY IN CONTEXT  

  

Assessed in 3 sections but with 50% 

dedicated to Section C (scientific  principles 

and mathematic analysis)  

Section A Approaches in Psychology  

Section B Biopsychology  

Section C Research Methods  

Unit 3 ISSUES AND OPTIONS IN PSYCHOLOGY  

  

Three ‘Options’ to cover and  

Synoptic Debates  

  

1. Issues and Debates  
2. Gender  
3. Schizophrenia  
4. Forensic Psychology  
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How will I be assessed?  

  

Papers 1, 2 and 3 each worth 96 marks (and each worth 33.3% of the A Level).   

In each exam there are 3 or 4 sections. In each section there are multiple choice questions, some short 

structured questions and some essay-style extended writing questions. In each examination pupils will need 

to write at least 3 essays ranging from 6 to 16 marks. Paper 2 has 50% of its marks dedicated in scientific 

principles and mathematical analysis.  

  

Future Opportunities  
  

University:  

Psychology as a pure discipline at University is a very popular choice amongst undergraduates now. This has 

led to very high entrance requirements. However, Psychology can be studied as part of many ‘Joint Honours’ 

degrees or ‘Applied’ degrees and these are much more accessible to the majority of school leavers.   

  

Careers:   

• Many possibilities, the most obvious being Psychiatry which would involve some medical training 

as a postgraduate as it is medicine-based.   

  

• Psychology is also a precursor for many types of therapy or counselling careers, roles as carers with 

mentally ill or handicapped. Rehabilitation support, Occupational Therapy etc.   

  

• Alternatively psychology is now utilised within many business areas such as Ergonomics (designing 

equipment to fit the human form e.g. car consoles or cock-pit layouts). Dynamics of hierarchy and 

employee well-being within large corporations often involves psychologists.  

  

• Educational psychologists work with child assessment. This could involve issues from dyslexia 

diagnosis and autism to rehabilitation of abused / neglected children. The work would involve 

liaising with teachers, social workers, health authorities and local governments etc.  

 

Is there anything else I should know?  

 

The course is a science and should be approached as an A Level choice with similar considerations as 

might be given to studying Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry and Biology at A Level. Half of the 

examination content is science based with heavy bias towards A2 biological knowledge being demanded 

as part of the Biopsychology / Neuroscience unit. The Statistical content is very challenging and involves 

the studying of numerous approaches towards statistical analysis and parametric testing. It is strongly 

recommended that a student wishing to study this subject has gained at least a Grade 5 in GCSE Biology / 

Science and Mathematics to study this at A Level. They should also be reminded that despite being a 

science, this A Level also requires extended writing skills.   

 



 

   
 

 

 

Psychology at WGSB  
  

The department was set up in September 2005 and has remained a very popular choice during the past 16 

years. The pupils engage well with the subject frequently reporting how much they enjoy the very diverse, 

dynamic and topical nature of the course content. They also find it a very challenging subject in that it 

requires high levels of commitment with regards to extra reading and the development of new skills in both 

scientific methodologies, extended writing skills and critical thinking. The subject complements almost all 

combinations of choices at A Level.  

  

Psychology is taught solely by Mrs Roberts who has a Joint Honours degree in Psychology and Biological 

Sciences. Pupils are actively encouraged to speak to Mrs Roberts during Year 11 if they have any further 

questions about the subject. They might also benefit from visiting the Psychology room to have a look 

through various resources and textbooks to see what is involved in the different topics.  
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SPANISH  

Examination Board: AQA  
  

Introduction and Course Description  
  

The study of Spanish to Advanced Level is more than simply a question of academic study leading to a valued 

qualification, it also involves developing useful practical skills which can be applied in many situations in 

real life, whether at work or at leisure. The course aims to enable the students:  

 

• to communicate easily and with confidence in a Spanish-speaking environment  

• to understand and appreciate spoken and written Spanish from a variety of sources and in 

registers including colloquial, informative and literary  

• to seek and convey information, report and express ideas and feelings in, for example, discussion, 

conversation, personal and analytical writing  

• to form a sound base of language and learning skills for further study and continuing use in work 

and leisure 

 

An appreciation of the culture and civilisation of Spain and other Spanish-speaking communities is 

fostered in the students and first hand contact is encouraged. Opportunities exist for students to travel 

abroad and they are encouraged to take advantage of these.  

 

How will I be assessed?  

 

This qualification is linear and students will sit all their exams at the end of the course.  

  

Subject Content  
  

Core content  

1. Social issues and trends  

2. Political and artistic culture  

3. Grammar  

Options  

4. Works: Literary texts and films  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   
 

 

Assessments  
  

Paper 1: Listening, reading and writing  
  

  What is assessed    How is it assessed  

 • Aspects of Hispanic society 

• Artistic culture in the Hispanic world 

• Multiculturalism in Hispanic society 

• Aspects of political life in Hispanic society 

• Grammar 

 

 • Written exam: 2 hours 30 minutes 

• 100 marks 

• 50% of A-level 

 

        

Questions  

1. Listening and responding to spoken passages from a range of contexts and sources covering 

different registers and adapted as necessary. Material will include complex factual and abstract 

content and questions will target main points, gist and detail. Studio recordings in Castilian Spanish 

will be used and students will have individual control of the recording.     

2. All questions are in Spanish, to be answered with non-verbal responses or in Spanish (60 marks).  

3. Reading and responding to a variety of texts written for different purposes, drawn from a range of 

authentic sources and adapted as necessary. Material will include complex factual and abstract 

content and questions will target main points, gist and detail.  

4. All questions are in Spanish, to be answered with non-verbal responses or in Spanish (60 marks).  

5. Translation into English; a passage of minimum 100 words (20 marks).  

6. Translation into Spanish; a passage of minimum 100 words (20 marks).  

7. No access to a dictionary during the assessment  
 

Paper 2: Writing  
  

  What is assessed    How is it assessed  

 • Pan’s Labyrinth (film) and La Casa de 

Bernarda Alba (play) or two texts from 

the list set in the specification 

• Grammar 

 

 • Written exam: 2 hours 

• 80 marks in total 

• 20% of A-level 

 

 

 Questions  

1. Either one question in Spanish on a set text from a choice of two questions and one question in 

Spanish on a set film from a choice of two questions or two questions in Spanish on set texts from 

a choice of two questions on each text.  
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2. All questions will require a critical appreciation of the concepts and issues covered in the work and 

a critical and analytical response to features such as the form and the technique of presentation, 

as appropriate to the work studied (e.g. the effect of narrative voice in a prose text or camera work 

in a film).  

3. No access to texts or films during the assessment.  

4. No access to a dictionary during the assessment.  

5. Students are advised to write approximately 300 words per essay. 

 

Paper 3: Speaking  
  

  What is assessed    How is it assessed  

 • Individual research project 

• One of four themes (ie Aspects of 

Hispanic society or Artistic culture in the 

Hispanic world or Multiculturalism in 

Hispanic society or Aspects of political life 

in Hispanic society) 

 

 • Oral exam: 21–23 minutes 

(including 5 minutes preparation 

time) 

• 60 marks in total 

• 30% of A-level 

 

        

 

Questions  

 

1. Discussion of a sub-theme with the discussion based on a stimulus card (5–6 minutes). The student 

studies the card for 5 minutes at the start of the test (25 marks).  

2. Presentation (2 minutes) and discussion (9–10 minutes) of individual research project (35 marks).  

3. No access to a dictionary during the assessment (including 5 minutes preparation).  

4. Students may take the assessment only once before certification.  

5. Assessments will be conducted by either the centre or a visiting examiner and marked by an AQA 

examiner. 

In the classroom, emphasis is placed on the active use of the foreign language and on the exploitation of 

authentic material websites, DVDs, newspaper articles, magazines etc. We also use Kerboodle within 

lessons to complement the interactive teaching style. Work is topic based and deals with many issues, most 

of them contemporary, giving students the opportunity to discuss and research aspects of life and society 

which are of interest to them. Consequently the work goes far beyond the study of a language.   

There is a trip to either Madrid or Granada every November with Wirral Grammar School for Girls and the 

opportunity to carry out work experience in Spain. There is a myriad of opportunities for extra-curricular 

activities to make your personal statement stand out including language club and our international links.  

 

 

 

 



 

   
 

Future Opportunities  
  

Spanish is the second world language as a vehicle of international communication. There are over 500 

million native Spanish speakers (40 million in Spain – more native speakers indeed than English).  Spanish is 

expected to be the first language of 50% of the population of the USA within 50 years – at present 1 in 8 

Americans have Spanish as their first language. It is the official language of 21 countries – making Spanish a 

truly global language.   

  

An English mother-tongue candidate with additional languages has an even more competitive edge in the 

ever more competitive job market. The value of competence in a foreign language is greatly underestimated 

by many people. The country’s economy and trade depend on the capacity to communicate with foreigners 

in their language. Ability in a foreign language gives access to many employment and promotion 

opportunities in a great number of areas. It enjoys an excellent reputation amongst top universities.   

  

Many companies are multi-national and almost all have dealings with other countries.  A Level Spanish will 

be a solid foundation for a degree course but, equally, it will provide a practical communication skill of 

appeal to many employers and would give graduates in many other disciplines an invaluable ancillary skill. 

A modern language is no longer the province of the ‘arts’ student and may be combined with many other 

subjects at sixth form level and beyond. Such subjects in Higher Education include Chemistry, Engineering, 

Law, Marketing, Business Studies and Computing.  

  

You are demonstrating to potential employers your value of the international dimension, your ability to 

build relationships, your awareness of cultural differences and your presentation skills. The Russell Group 

of top university ranks Spanish as a preferred A Level and the ratio of applicants to places across modern 

languages is better for the applicant than any other subject area. This is especially true for Oxford and 

Cambridge applicants. Graduates with language qualifications will earn, on average, 8-20% more than non 

linguists in comparable jobs. Only medicine, dentistry and veterinary science graduates have a better 

employment ratio than modern foreign language graduates.  

 

Employees with language skills are definitely more marketable and have more worth in the labour market. 

Bob Sankley, HR Director, BMW  

  

The European Commission is desperate to employ more native English speakers fluent in another 

language.  Times Online 21/01/10  

  

It is important to have people with language skills to maximise business opportunities and to assist our 

client in achieving their goals. Salim Sonjee, Partner, Wright and Jakes Solicitors  

  

Modern foreign languages are important for our universities, economy and society.   
Dr Wendy Piatt, director general of the Russell Group, which represents 24 leading universities.  
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